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MULTI  TASKING STAFF [NON-TECHNICAL] EXAM, 2011 

DECLARATION OF WRRITEN PART RESULT 

 Staff Selection Commission [North Western Region] published a notice for recruitment to the post of Multi-

Tasking [Non-Technical] staff in Central Government Ministries/Deartments/Attached & Subordinate Offices in  

Chandigarh. Staff Selection Commission conducted the Multi-Tasking Staff [Non-Technical] Examination on 

26/2/2011 & 27/2/2011and re-examination on 17/4/2011  at various centres all over the country.  A total of 8,26,695 

candidates appeared for this examination throughout the country. As the recruitment is done statewise, the 

Chandigarh Region of SSC has processed the results pertaining to the states of Jammu & Kashmir, Himachal 

Pradesh, Punjab, Haryana and Union Territory of Chandigarh. 

 

Jammu & Kashmir 

 

  

The list of _14_ candidates in Roll No. order qualified provisionally for appointment subject to their fulfilling their 

eligibility conditions furnished in their applications.  

Category SC ST OBC Ex.S OH HH VH UR Total 

Cut off 
Marks 

89.5 77.75 70.25 ------- ------ ------- ------ 86.5 ---- 

Candidates 
Available 

01 01 04 ----- ------ ------- ----- 08 14 

 

 

Himachal Pradesh  

The list of __05_______ candidates in Roll No. order qualified provisionally for appointment subject to their fulfilling 

their eligibility conditions furnished in their applications 

Category SC ST OBC Ex.S OH HH VH UR Total 

Cut off 
Marks 

68.75 ------ ----- ------ ----- ------ --- 77.75 ---- 

Candidates 
Available 

02 ------ ------ ------- ------- ----- ------ 03 05 

 

 

 

 

Punjab 

The list of _04________ candidates in Roll No. order qualified provisionally for appointment subject to their fulfilling 

their eligibility conditions furnished in their applications 

Category SC ST OBC Ex.S OH HH VH UR Total 

Cut off 
Marks 

---- --- 89.5 ---- ------ ----- ---- 90 - 

Candidates 
Available 

------ ----- 01 ------ ---- ----- ---- 03 04 
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Haryana 

The list of _14___ candidates in Roll No. order qualified provisionally for appointment subject to their fulfilling their 

eligibility conditions furnished in their applications 

Category SC ST OBC Ex.S OH HH VH UR Total 

Cut off 
Marks 

------- ----- 110.75 ----- ------- ---- --- 102.75 ----- 

Candidates 
Available 

----- --- 03 ------ ------ ------ --- 11 14 

 

Chandigarh 

 

   The list of __49__ candidates in Roll No. order qualified provisionally for appointment subject to their fulfilling their 

eligibility conditions furnished in their applications 

Category SC ST OBC Ex.S OH HH VH UR Total 

Cut off 
Marks 

79.75 66.5 76.5 -------- ----- ----- -- 81.75 --- 

Candidates 
Available 

07 05 14 -------- ------ ---- --- 23 49 

 

2 The  above said Lists are purely provisional and subject to the recommended candidates fulfilling all the 

eligibility conditions prescribed for the post in the notice of Examination and also subject to thorough verification 

of their identity with reference to their photographs, signatures, handwritings, etc. on the application forms, 

admission certificates, etc. The candidature of the candidates are liable to be cancelled in case candidates 

found not fulfilling the eligibility conditions or any other genuine reasons.  

 

3. Roll Number, category, etc. of the candidates, as shown in the result, have been taken from their OMR 

answer scripts. It is important for the candidates belonging to reserved category for whom certain percentage of 

vacancies is reserved as per the policy of the Government, to note that some of them may have been declared 

eligible for the specific category mentioned in the result. It is, therefore, in the interest of the candidates 

concerned to contact immediately this North Western Regional  Office of the Commission in all such cases 

where they not belong to the categories shown against their roll numbers.  

 

1. The category status in respect of the candidates belonging to reserve categories has been indicated along 

with their roll numbers. It is important for such candidates to note that they have been declared qualified only for 

the category mentioned against their Roll Numbers. If any candidate does not actually belong to the category 

mentioned against his Roll Number he/she may not be eligible to be included in the list. It is therefore, in the 

interest of the candidates concerned to immediately contact this Regional Office of the Commission in all such 

cases where they do not belong to the category shown against their Roll Numbers.  

 

2. Candidates may note that as per notice of the examination and instructions given in the answer sheets, 

they     were required to code/write their particulars correctly and sign answer sheets. Such answer sheets which 

are without signature and where particulars such as name, roll number, ticket number and Test Form number 

have been written and/ or coded incorrectly, have been rejected/awarded ZERO marks. 

 



3. It is proposed to call the candidates for submission and verification of documents, in the 1
st
  week  of  

September, 2011. Individual call letters will be sent at least 2 weeks in advance. The detailed schedule will also 

be placed in the website http://sscnwr.org. Those who do not receive the call letter at least one week before 

should contact this regional office.  

 

[ NAVEEN SEHGAL] 

DEPUTY REGIONAL DIRECTOR 

STAFF SELECTION COMMISSION 

NORTH WESTERN REGION 

Place: Chandigarh 

14.8.2011 

 


